Note to Planners:
Using the SI master station to both synchronise timing and clear the
backup memory of SI stations
It is know that the "internal clocks" in SI stations can drift over time resulting,
in the worse cases, in negative split times!
The backup memory of SI stations records all the card numbers of all
competitors who have punched that station. At an event, this information is
uploaded from the START, CHECK and CLEAR stations by the SI team after
the last starter to provide a safety check of who is out on the course.
It is, therefore, important for the planner to ensure that the backup memory of
SI stations is cleared and the time is in synch before an event. This is done
using an SI Master station.
Equipment
You will need:
• SI Master Station
• Service/Off SI card (purple dibber)
• Inductive coupling stick

Set SI master station into EXT MA state
Dib the SI master station 3 times with service
Off card until display shows EXT MA
(It will switch between EXT MA and the current
time.)

Reset the controls
Insert coupling stick into SI-master and dib each
control station including start, finish & clear
boxes. When dibbed the station will beep twice
and wake up.
Check that the display shows the correct time,
function and control number. eg:
STA – start
FIN – finish
CN 178 – control 178
When finished, dib the purple service off card into all the SI stations and the
Master Station to switch them off (they are programmed to turn off
automatically after 2 hours, but following this procedure saves battery life).
Use the service off card to switch off all the SI stations at the end of an event
too. It is easy to do as, typically, all the SI stations are lined up when collected
in to check that all have been recovered. It takes no more than a minute to
switch them all off at this point.

